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Abstract
The Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) is one of the most in-
teresting and most challenging combinatorial optimization problems
in existence. This thesis will be a survey of the QAP. An introduc-
tion discussing the origins of the problem will be provided ﬁrst. Next,
formal problem descriptions and mathematical formulations will be
given. Issues pertaining to the computational complexity of the QAP,
lower bounds and exact algorithms will also be addressed. Some com-
monly used heuristic procedures will then be introduced. Finally, some
applications of the QAP will be analyzed.
1 Introduction
What is the optimal way to wire a computer backboard? How are the loca-
tions of clinics within a hospital decided? What possible linkages could there
be between these two problems? Most would agree that at ﬁrst glance, they
are seemingly unrelated beyond the fact that both are decision problems.
One might even propose that such decisions are made arbitrarily. However,
it is the solution to these and countless other problems that contains the key
to their correlation. They are all modeled by one of the most challenging
problems in combinatorial optimization. This problem has been a focus of
researchers for over four decades; it is known as the quadratic assignment
problem.
The quadratic assignment problem (QAP) was originally introduced in
1957 by Tjalling C. Koopmans and Martin Beckman [26] who were trying to
1model a facilities location problem [10]. Since then, it has been among the
most studied problems in all of combinatorial optimization. Many scientists
including mathematicians, computer scientists, operations research analysts,
and economists have used the QAP to model a variety of optimization prob-
lems.
This thesis will present a general overview of the QAP, emphasizing many
of its applications. An introduction providing a brief historical overview will
be given ﬁrst. Next, formal problem descriptions and mathematical formu-
lations will be provided. Section 3 will be a discussion of the computational
complexity issues associated with the problem. Lower bounds and exact algo-
rithms will be the focus of section 4. Next, some commonly utilized heuristic
procedures will be introduced. The focus of section 6 will be the analysis
of some selected applications of the QAP. In two cases, the means by which
the QAP was applied and any resultant ﬁndings will be examined in great
detail.
As stated above, Koopmans and Beckman (K-B) ﬁrst derived the quadratic
assignment problem while they were attempting to model a facilities location
problem. In [26], K-B argue that in industry, eﬃcient allocation of indivisible
resources “are in many cases at the root of increasing returns to the scale
of production, whether arising within the plant or ﬁrm, or in relation to a
cluster of ﬁrms through so-called ‘external economies’.”
K-B realized however, that the mathematical complications that would
arise in an attempt to deﬁne a general theory about location problems would
be immense. Therefore, they restricted their study to a few individual prob-
lems, hoping that future research would expand the knowledge of the problem
develop a general theory of location.
For over four decades, scientists have been studying the QAP, and have
made signiﬁcant discoveries in the study of assignment problems. Over the
years, the QAP has been used to model such things as hospital design [13],
computer backboard design [4, 38], scheduling problems [8, 18], and of course
location problems [26].
2 Problem Formulations
Before rigorously deﬁning the problem statement, a general discussion of both
the linear assignment problem (LAP) and the quadratic assignemnt problem
(QAP) will be given. The latter being a more complicated generalization of
the former, and the topic of this survey. An explanation of the kiy diﬀerences
between the two aforementioned problems will be given. The author feels
that providing such an introduction will help readers to better understand
2the idea behind the more complicated deﬁnition of the QAP.
2.1 Problem Descriptions
2.1.1 The Linear Assignment Problem
A commonly used intuitive introduction to the assignment problem as used
by Hanan and Kurtzberg [25], involves the assignment or n people to n jobs.
For each job assignment, there is a related cost, cij, of assigning person i to
job j. The objective is to assign each person to one and only one job in such
a manner that minimizes the sum of each assignment cost, i.e., the total cost.
Mathematically, the above problem can be formulated as follows:
min
n X
i=1
ciπ(i),
over all permutations π ∈ Sn, where Sn is the set of permutations of {1,2,...,n},
and j = π(i) is the job assignment of person i. Notice that each set of as-
signments is a permutation of a set on n integers; hence, there are n! distinct
permutations from which to choose the optimal assignment, i.e., there are
n! distinct ways in which n jobs can be assigned to n people. As noted in
[5] notice that for large values of n, a brute force approach of enumeration,
or examining all possible permutations, is simply not feasible. For example,
if one were to attempt to assing n = 10 people to 10 jobs, in the manner
described above, they would quickly be deterred by the fact that they would
have to examine 10!, or approximately 3.63 million diﬀerent permutations.
Clearly, more eﬃcient algorithms must be employed when attempting to solve
nontrivial forms of the LAP.
2.1.2 The Quadratic Assignment Problem
As previously mentioned, the focus of this paper is more complicated general-
ization of the linear assignment problem, known as the quadratic assignment
problem. In addition to a cost matrix, as in the LAP above, there is also a
so-called distance matrix involved. In order to preserve consistency, we will
once again refer to Hanan and Kurtzberg [25] and their interpretation of the
QAP which uses the assignment of oﬃces to people. In the QAP, we are
given a cost matrix C = [cij], where cij is the measure of the aﬃnity between
person i and person j. We are also given a distance matrix D = [dkl], where
dkl represents the distance between oﬃce k and oﬃce l. Assume that person
i is assigned to oﬃce p(i), and that person j is assigned to oﬃce p(j). Then
3the cost associated with this assignment is taken as cijdp(i)p(j). Thus, the to-
tal cost of all oﬃce assignments will be the sum of each cijdp(i)p(j) over all i,j.
The optimal assignment will be that one in which the total cost is minimal.
“If the aﬃnity represents the amount of ‘face-to-face communication’, then
the assignment which we desire is the one which minimizes the total amount
of walking distance for the people” [25].
As with the LAP, there are n! permutations from which to choose the
optimal assignment. However, the reader should be made aware that there
is a key diﬀerence between these two problems which makes the QAP con-
siderably more diﬃcult to solve. Unlike the LAP in which the assignment
of job j to person i was made independently of the assisnments of the other
employees, with the QAP the assignments are not independent. That is,
when considering an assignment of person i to oﬃce k, one must consider
the assignments of all other people who have some nonzero aﬃnity for person
i.
2.2 Formal Problem Statements
2.2.1 Koopmans-Beckman QAP
Let C and D be two n × n matrices such that C = [cij] and D = [dij]. As
above, consider the set of positive integers {1,2,...,n}, and let Sn be the
set of permutations of {1,2,...,n}. Then the quadratic1 assignment problem
can be deﬁned as follows:
min
n X
i=1
n X
j=1
cijdπ(i)π(j),
over all permutations π ∈ Sn. The above formulation is known as the Koopmans-
Beckman QAP [26].
As a matter of convinence, the convention of [ ¸C]ela [10] will be adopted,
and this problem will be refered to as QAP(C,D). Stated in words, the ob-
jective of the quadratic assignment problem with cost matrix C and distance
matrix D is to ﬁnd the permutation π0 ∈ Sn that minimizes the double
summation over all i,j. As in [10], it should be understood that the notation
dπ(i)π(j) as used above, refers to permuting the rows and columns of the matrix
D by some permutation π. That is, Dπ = [dπ
ij] = dπ(i)π(j), for 1 ≤ i,j ≤ n.
In the same manner, given an n-dimensional vector V = [vi], a permutation
of the elements of V by a permutation π will be denoted as V π = [vπ
i ] = vπ(i)
[10].
1The use of the descriptive “quadratic” is to denote that the cost function contains a
term of degree two.
42.2.2 A Quadratic 0-1 Formulation
What follows is an equivalent formulation of the QAP as a quadratic 0-1 in-
teger program. This formulation was originally used by Koopmans-Beckman
[26]. The formulation is based on the one-to-one relationship between the
permutation π ∈ Sn and a set of so-called permutation matrices deﬁned as
follows. Let X = [xij] be an n × n matrix. Then X is called a permutation
matrix if it satisﬁes the following three conditions:
n X
i=1
xij = 1, j = 1,...,n;
n X
j=1
xij = 1, i = 1,...,n;
xij ∈ {0,1}, i,j = 1,...,n.
If the above conditions are met, then QAP(C,D) can be formulated as
follows.
min
n X
i=1
n X
j=1
n X
k=1
n X
l=1
cijdklxikxjl
s.t.
n X
i=1
xij = 1, j = 1,...,n;
n X
j=1
xij = 1, i = 1,...,n;
xij ∈ {0,1}, i,j = 1,...,n.
2.2.3 Trace Formulation
What follows is a brief discussion of another formulation of a given QAP(C,D)
which is based on the traces of the matrices C and D. This formulation will be
referred to when discussing the formulation of lower bounds in a later chapter.
Recall that the trace of a square matrix is deﬁned as the sum of its diagonal
elements. That is, given an n × n matrix A, then trace(A) =
Pn
i=1 aii.
Given cost, distance, and permutation matrices as previously deﬁned, then
QAP(C,D) is equivalently deﬁned as
min trace(CXD
tX
t),
s.t. X ∈ ΠX,
where ΠX represents the set of permutation matrices, and ·t is the transpose
of the given matrix.
53 Computational Complexity
In this section, some issues pertaining to the computational complexity of
the QAP will be discussed. As seen in the previous section, enumeration of
all n! feasible solutions leads to an overwhelming number of permutations
one would have to search to ﬁnd the optimal solution, suggesting that the
QAP is indeed a formidable problem. In fact, the QAP belongs to the class
of computationally hard problems known as NP-complete.
The proof that the QAP is indeed NP-complete was ﬁrst shown by Sahni
and Gonzalez [39] in 1976. Belonging to this class of problems suggests that
an algorithm which solves the problem to optimality in polynomial time is
unlikely to exist [16]. What’s more is that Sahni and Gonzalez [39] also
proved that any routine that ﬁnds even an -approximate solution is also
NP-complete, thus making the QAP among the “hardest of the hard” of all
combinatorial optimization problems. In [32], Pardalos et al. explain how
other famous problems from the class NP-hard such as the traveling salesman
problem and the band-width reduction problem are special cases of the QAP.
4 Lower Bounds and Exact Algorithms
4.1 Lower Bounds
The most studied topic on the QAP is the calculation of lower bounds [10].
The importance of lower bounds is two-fold. Not only are they an essential
component of branch and bound procedures, which will be introduced in
§4.2, they are also used to evaluate the goodness of solutions produced by
heuristics. When using branch and bound procedures, both the tightness of
the bounds and the associated computing time are considered2 [32]. When
testing heuristics, generally the thightness of the bound is most emphasized
[10]. What follows is a brief discussion of the three main classes of lower
bounds: Gilmore-Lawler bound [19, 27], eigenvalue related bounds [17, 37],
and bounds based on reformulations [2, 9]. A brief conclusion will then be
given mentioning some other bounding procedures with references to them.
4.1.1 The Gilmore-Lawler Bound
The Gilmore-Lawler bound (GLB) was one of the ﬁrst lower bounds ever
proposed for the QAP [18, 27]. The GLB places a lower bound on the
2Note that bounds which are both tight and computationally cheap to calculate have
not yet been discovered [9].
6optimal solution of QAP(C,D) based on the solution of a linear assignment
problem whose cost matrix elements are generated by some special inner
products deﬁned between the elements of C and D [10, 32]. The GLB is
simple and quick to compute, requiring only O(n3) computation time for a
Koopmans-Beckman QAP. The downside to the GLB is that it is not tight.
In general, tightness of the GLB is inversely proportional to n, the number
of instances [10].
4.1.2 Eigenvalue Related Bounds
Creating lower bounds for a given QAP(C,D) based on the eigenvalues of C
and D has been researched extensively [17, 22, 23, 37]. All such bounds are
based on the trace formulation of QAP(C,D) (see §2.2.3). These eigenvalue
based bounds are generally the best bounds as far as tightness is concerned;
however, they are computed using an iterative process with each iteration
requiring O(n3) computing time [32]. Such high computation time often re-
moves the option of using the tighter eigenvalue based bounds when applying
a branch and bound procedure.
4.1.3 Reformulation Based Bounds
So-called reformulation bounds are computed by an iterative process as in the
case of the eigenvalue based bounds mentioned above. Not surprisingly, the
reformulation bounds, like the eigenvalue based bounds, are also expensive
to compute. For each iteration, n2 + 1 linear assignment problems of size n
must be solved. Since the running time for the kth iteration is O(kn5), this
is another class of bounds which are not eﬃciently calculated [32].
4.1.4 Other Bounding Procedures
There are other classes of bounds which are diﬀerent from the three major
classes listed above. In the early 1990’s, a new class of lower bounds for
the QAP was introduced by Li, Pardalos, Ramakrishnan and Resende [29],
which are based on optimal partitioning schemes. Their bounding procedure
is relatively inexpensive, requiring only O(n3) time and produces eﬀective
bounds for branch and bound procedures. In fact, the GLB (see §4.1.1) is
a special case of those proposed by Li, Pardalos, et al. [29]. Other lower
bounding procedures which are based on dual formulation [24], and linear
programming relaxations [35] are also eﬀective.
74.2 Exact Algorithms
There are three main methods used to ﬁnd the global optimal solution for
a given QAP: dynamic programming, cutting plane techniques, and branch
and bound procedures. Research has shown that the latter is the most suc-
cessful for solving instances of the QAP. Even still, due to the overwhelming
complexity of the QAP, problems of size greater than n = 15 remain nearly
intractable [32]. Since branch and bound procedures are generally the most
helpful for solving QAPs, this section will be restricted to providing a de-
scription of such algorithms. In [33], Pitsoulis gives an excellent description
of the branch and bound technique, which will now be mirrored.
Branch and bound algorithms receive their name from an intuitive de-
scription of how they are executed. First, a heuristic procedure is used to
generate a suboptimal, but suitable, initial feasible solution. This initial so-
lution is used as an upper bound. Next, the problem is separated into a ﬁnite
number of subproblems, with a lower bound being established for each. A
so-called search tree is formed by the repetition of the decomposition/lower
bounding being process applied to each subproblem. However, many of the
newly formulated subproblems are not considered due to a pre-established
lower bound [33]. What is happening is that an optimal permutation is being
constructed iteratively, one element at a time. Branch and bound techniques
have evolved greatly over the past 40 years3, starting with Gilmore [19] who
in 1962 solved a QAP of size n = 8 , to the solution of the nug30, a QAP of
size n = 30 in 2000 by Anstreicher, et al. [1].
5 Heuristics
5.1 Suboptimal Algorithms
In the ﬁrst section of this chapter, an introduction will be given of some
heuristics, or suboptimal algorithms that are often used to estimate solu-
tions for instances of the QAP. These procedures, while not providing the
global optimal solution, can produce good answers within reasonable time
constraints. The discovery of new heuristics which provide good answers
quickly are highly sought after. There are ﬁve basic categories of heuristics
for the QAP:
• Construction methods.
• Limited enumeration methods.
3For a detailed discussion of the evolution of the QAP, see [9]
8• Improvement methods.
• Simulated annealing techniques.
• Genetic algorithms.
5.1.1 Construction Methods
Construction methods create suboptimal permutations by starting with a
partial permutation which is initially empty. The permutation is expanded
by repetitive assignments based on set selection criterion until the permu-
tation is complete. One of the oldest heuristics in use is a construction
method algorithm. The CRAFT (Computerized Relative Allocation of Fa-
cilities Technique), used for the layout of facilities was ﬁrst introduced by
Armour and Buﬀa [2] in 1963.
5.1.2 Limited Enumeration Techniques
Limited enumeration methods are motivated when one expects that an ac-
ceptable suboptimal solution can be found early during a brute force enu-
meration examination [32]. Such an enumeration could be terminated by
imposing either a time limit or an iteration limit. Also, lowering the upper
bound when no improvement is found after a number of steps will result in
larger jumps in the search tree (see §4.2), thus speeding up the process.
5.1.3 Improvement Methods
Improvement methods are the most researched class of heuristic [32]. The
two methods which are the most popular are the local search and the tabu
search. Both methods work by starting with an initial basic feasible solution
and then attempting to improve it. The local search iteratively seeks a better
solution in the neighborhood of the current solution, terminating when no
better solution exists within that neighborhood [33]. The tabu search [20, 21]
works similarly to the local search; however, it is sometimes more favorable
since it was designed to overcome the problem of a heuristic getting trapped
at local optima.
5.1.4 Simulated Annealing Methods
This group of heuristics, which is also used for overcoming local optima,
receives its name from the physical process which it imitates. This process,
called annealing moves high energy particles to lower energy states with
the lowering of the temperature, thus cooling a material to a steady state.
9Initially, in the initial state of the heuristic, the algorithm is lenient and
capable of moving to a worse solution. However, with each iteration the
algorithm becomes stricter requiring a better solution at each step [33]. For
more on these methods, see [10, 5, 11].
5.1.5 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms also receive their name from an intuitive explanation of
the manner in which they behave. This explanation is based on Darwin’s
theory of natural selection [32]. Genetic algorithms store a set of solutions
and then work to replace these solutions with better ones based on some
ﬁtness criterion, usually the objective function value [33]. Genetic algorithms
are parallel and are helpful when applied in such an environment [32, 33].
5.1.6 Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP)
GRASP is a relatively new heuristic used to solve combinatorial optimization
problems. At each iteration, a solution is computed. The ﬁnal solution is
taken as the one which is the best after all GRASP iterations are performed4.
The GRASP was ﬁrst applied to the QAP in 1994 by Li, Pardalos, and
Resende [28]. They applied the GRASP to 88 instances of the QAP, ﬁnding
the best known solution in almost every case, and improved solutions for a
few instances [32].
5.2 Generating Test Problems
Generating QAPs with known optimal permutations is a valuable tool to
possess when one wants to test the quality of a new heuristic. One of the
ﬁrst of these generators was introduced in 1988 by Palubetskis in [31]. In
1992, Li and Pardalos proposed the so-called Li&Pardalos’ generator [30].
Li&Pardalos’ generator produces instances of QAPs with known optimal so-
lutions, of which those instances produced by the Palubetskis’ generator are
special cases [10].
6 Applications
What follows is a detailed analysis of two seemingly unrelated decision prob-
lems and it will be shown that they can both be modeled as quadratic as-
signment problems. A brief history of each problem, an explanation of the
4For detailed explanations of the GRASP, see [15] [28], or [33].
10research conducted, and a discussion of any results will follow. Finally, a list
of other problems that are modeled as QAPs will be given.
6.1 Steinberg Wiring Problem
The ﬁrst question asked in §1 was about the optimal wiring of computer
backboards; that is, the placing of the components of a computer backboard
in such a manner that the total length of interconnecting wiring is minimized
[4]. Minimizing the total length of the wiring will improve computing time,
and is cost eﬀective for the manufacturer of the backboard. These reasons
among others have made this problem a major research topic of computer
scientists, electrical engineers, and operations research analysts for over 40
years. The problem was ﬁrst introduced in a 1961 paper by Leon Steinberg
[40], a research scientist at the St. Paul, Minnesota, think tank Remington
Rand Univac [14]. The general problem of backboard wiring was later dubbed
the Steinberg Wiring Problem after his original contribution. In his paper,
Steinberg attempted to optimally place 34 components having a total of
2625 interconnections onto a backboard with 36 positions [40]. A geometric
interpretation of the backboard is given below in Figure 6.1. The objective
is to minimize the total length of wire used to interconnect the components.
The particular units of length are not important. Deﬁne a unit as the length
of an interconnecting wire that connects two components that are directly
adjacent to one another (vertically or horizontally).
The problem statement introduced by Brixius and Anstreicher in [4] will
be used here as opposed to the original formulation made by Steinberg in
[40] due to the brevity of the former. As is the case with even the simplest
assignment problems, it is convenient to add dummy components, in this case
two, so that the total number of positions on the backboard equals the total
number of components. Let be the number of wires connecting component
i to component k, and be the distance from component j to component l on
the backboard, then the general Steinberg Wiring Problem (SWP) can be
formulated as follows:
min
X
i,j,k,l
cikdjlxijxkl
s.t.
X
j
xij = 1, i = 1,...,n,
X
i
xij = 1, j = 1,...,n,
xij ∈ {0,1}, i,j = 1,...,n,
where xij = 1 iﬀ component i is placed at position j on the backboard
11[4]. Notice that this problem statement matches the Quadratic 0-1 Integer
Formulation as deﬁned in §2.2.2. We see that in fact, the Steinberg Wiring
Problem is an example of a QAP.
Recall that in Chapter 5 many heuristic procedures were introduced that
are applied to QAPs with the hope of producing reasonable solutions. Until
2001, research had shown that the tabu search method (see §5.1.3) best pro-
duced the smallest known objective value of 9526 for the SWP as described
above using the interconnection information provided by Steinberg in [40].
This solution was ﬁrst discovered in 1990 and has been independently re-
discovered many times since. One possible permutation which yields this
objective value is:
(12,19,30,11,2,3,22,20,10,21,5,4,13,15,31,32,28,29,24,14,17,
18,16,9,8,7,6,23,33,34,25,35,27,26,1,36),
which corresponds to the placement of the components as shown in Figure
6.2 [7].5 Notice that the two dummy components (35 and 36) are assigned
to positions that are diagonally opposite from one another on the backboard
as one might expect [40].
In 2001, Brixius and Anstreicher [4] implemented a Gilmore-Lawler bound
based branch and bound algorithm (see §4.2) to solve the SWP. Their algo-
rithm required approximately 7.75 ∗ 108 nodes in the search tree, and took
approximately 186 hours of CPU time to complete on an 800 MHz Pentium
III PC [3]. Their algorithm concluded that 9526 is in fact the optimal so-
lution. The techniques used by Brixius and Anstreicher [4] produced the
optimal solutions to the SWP within reasonably good time conditions; how-
ever, they remain conﬁdent that ”there is still room for improvement in the
overall time required to solve the problem” [4].
6.2 Hospital Layout
Designing a hospital is a formidable task to undertake. In such an environ-
ment where many lives are at stake, it is important that the design team
take the necessary precautions to ensure that the facility layout is the most
beneﬁcial to both the patients and the care providers.
In 1975, Alwalid N. Elshafei [13] of the Institute of National Planning in
Cairo, Egypt, investigated the optimal assignment of speciﬁc departments,
or clinics (emergency room, X-ray, etc.) within a hospital. An optimal
assignment as deﬁned by Elshafei is one which minimizes the total distance
traveled by patients between clinics, measured in patient-meters per year
(mpy) [13]. For instance, it comes as no surprise that the Emergency Room
5For more information, see QAPLIB [7] problem Ste36a.
12department (ER) at nearly every hospital in the world is located at the front
of the facility, thus minimizing the total distance a patient in need of urgent
care must travel before being treated. The idea of placing the ER anywhere
else is intuitively self-defeating and illogical.
In [13], Elshafei focused speciﬁcally on the growing problem of overcrowd-
ing of the Out-patient department at a major hospital in Cairo. The depart-
ment was comprised of 17 clinics treating an average of 700 patients per day.
The poor placement of the clinics combined with the increasingly overwhelm-
ing volume of traﬃc between them was causing delays and heavy congestion
[13]. To overcome this obstacle, Elshafei formulated the above as a decision
problem and used operations research techniques to form a better layout of
the department.
The task at hand was to assign n clinics to n locations within the depart-
ment. Let cik be the known yearly ﬂow between clinic i and clinic k, and djl
be the known distance between location j and location l. Then the problem
of assigning the clinics to the locations whereby the total travel distance is
minimized may be formulated as the following 0-1 integer program:
min
X
i,j,k,l
cikdjlxijxkl
s.t.
X
j
xij = 1, i = 1,...,n,
X
i
xij = 1, j = 1,...,n,
xij ∈ {0,1}, i,j = 1,...,n,
where xij = 1 if clinic i is to be placed at location j [13]. As in the previous
example, the above formulation exactly matches the Quadratic 0-1 Integer
Formulation from §2.2.2. Therefore, the problem of optimally assigning loca-
tions of clinics within a hospital department is another example of a quadratic
assignment problem.
In [13], a two-part heuristic designed by Elshafei and Bazaraa (E&B) is
presented and used to solve the Hospital Layout problem. The ﬁrst part de-
termines an initial solution, while the second part deals with improving the
initial solution6. As previously stated, the department in question consists of
17 clinics together with a receiving and recording room. Since the recording
room does not involve patients, it is not considered. Therefore, the goal is to
ﬁnd a good assignment of the other 18 independent facilities. All but one of
these facilities requires the same amount of ﬂoor-space, the exception requir-
ing twice the area of the others. This larger clinic will therefore be assigned
6For detailed explanation of the heuristic, see pages 6-7 of [13].
13two adjacent rooms, yielding a total of n = 19 facilities to be assigned to 19
rooms [13].
E&B implemented their heuristic with the known distance and ﬂow ma-
trices, given in [13]. After creating an initial pattern, the procedure began
searching for improvements by swapping pairs of assignments. Once no im-
provement was possible by this pairwise swapping, a new pattern was selected
and the pairwise swapping routine repeated. This new pattern was selected
from the patterns created by the pairwise swapping of the previous step;
however, having not been better answers, these patterns were stored in as-
cending order based on their respective cost, mpy. The algorithm stopped
when no better solution was obtained after testing 50 patterns [13].
Initially, the original layout had an associated cost of 13,973,298 mpy.
The heuristic was applied and a best solution of 11,281,887 mpy was found,
a decreased cost of over 19%7. The total computation time was 136 CPU
seconds using an IBM 360/40 [13]. When compared with other problems
with known solutions, the heuristic proved to produce good solutions.
The tools of optimization together with the work of great scientists such
as Elshafei and Bazaraa eliminated nearly 20% of unnecessary traﬃc by pa-
tients, resulting in an overall more eﬀective treatment center, by implement-
ing a procedure which took less than two minutes to execute. As a result,
their ﬁndings were implemented in a new layout of the department [13].
6.3 Other Examples
The two examples explained above provide reasonably good insight as to the
applicability and importance of the QAP. However, they only represent a
small fraction of the total number of decision problems modeled as QAPs.
Other applications include dartboard design [12], typewriter keyboard design
[6], scheduling [8], and production lines [18]; the list continues. As more
applications arise, it is certain that the job of the combinatorial optimizer
will never be complete.
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